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A Louis XVI Walnut Lyonnais Armchair 18th Century  

2 800 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Très bon état de maison.

Width : largeur au dossier: 54.9cm - largeur accoudoirs

65.3cm.

Height : hauteur au haut du dossier: 87.8cm - hauteur d'assise

41.2cm.
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nais-armchair-18th-century.html

Dealer

Serignan Antiquités
Furniture armchairs mirrors art objects 16th-17th-18th century

- since 1919

Tel : 33 +  (0)6 07 40 65 70

Mobile : 33+(0)6 07 40 65 70

Fax : expertiseantiquiteserignan@gmail.com

13 rue de la petite fusterie (1°étage de l'hôtel particulier).

uniquement sur rendez vous

Avignon 84000

Description

Armchair with queen backrest, flat, circular in

carved, molded and waxed walnut wood, Louis

XVI period. Beautiful woodwork; ample backrest

in medallion pinched on the edge, straight

armrests with very flared cuffs resting on

consoles with pilasters raised with acanthus

leaves forming part of the belt by their

implantations directly above the front foot. Two

rectangular connecting blocks extend the visual

harmony by unifying consoles, belt crosspieces

and legs. This one consists of four legs. All are

tapered with deep rudent grooves, strangled in

their tops pinched at their bases. The whole of the

woodwork is harmoniously traversed by a rich

ornamentation of interlacing and sequins

emerging from the acanthus of the armrest

supports that unite without weighing down its



most harmonious architecture. The set of extreme

finesse without the slightest superfluity is

sufficient on its own. Balance, nervousness,

elegance and quality are the most appropriate

terms for this very beautiful seat. It is worth

noting the great care given to the linking elements

of irreproachable quality. Beautiful silk blanket

from the Tassinari-Chatel house, the oldest silk

factory in Lyon. Lyonnais work from the second

part of the 18th century from the Louis XVI

period. Dimensions: Height at top of backrest:

87.8cm - Seat height 41.2cm

Backrest width: 54.9cm - Armrest width 65.3cm

Bibliography, French furniture; "the seats" by

Guillaume Janneau published by Jacques Fréal.

General conditions of sale and delivery: The price

indicated on the advertisement includes delivery

throughout metropolitan France. For Germany,

Belgium, Italy or Spain contact us for a quote.

For the United States, Europe outside the

Community or the rest of the world contact us for

an estimate but the import taxes applicable in

each country remain your responsibility. The

packaging and the follow-up of the transport are

ensured by ourselves or by professional carriers

specialized in Works of art.


